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ABSTRACT
Transits of exoplanets across cool stars contain blended information about structures on the stellar
surface and about the planetary body and atmosphere. To advance understanding of how this infor-
mation is entangled, a surface-flux transport code, based on observed properties of the Sun’s magnetic
field, is used to simulate the appearance of hypothetical stellar photospheres from the visible near
4000 A˚ to the near-IR at 1.6µm, by mapping intensities characteristic of faculae and spots onto stellar
disks. Stellar appearances are computed for a Sun-like star of solar activity up to a star with mean
magnetic flux density ∼ 30× higher. Simulated transit signals for a Jupiter-class planet are compared
with observations. This (1) indicates that the solar paradigm is consistent with transit observations
for stars throughout the activity range explored, provided that infrequent large active regions with
fluxes up to ∼ 3 × 1023 Mx are included in the emergence spectrum, (2) quantitatively confirms that
for such a model, faculae brighten relatively inactive stars while starspots dim more-active stars, and
suggests (3) that large starspots inferred from transits of active stars are consistent with clusters of
more compact spots seen in the model runs, (4) that wavelength-dependent transit-depth effects caused
by stellar magnetic activity for the range of activity and the planetary diameter studied here can in-
troduce apparent changes in the inferred exoplanetary radii across wavelengths from a few hundred
to a few thousand kilometers, increasing with activity, and (5) that activity-modulated distortions of
broadband stellar radiance across the visible to near-IR spectrum can reach several percent.
Keywords: Solar activity — Solar spectral irradiance — Stellar photospheres — Stellar activity —
Exoplanet astronomy — Transit photometry
1. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic activity of cool stars, as in the case of the
Sun, manifests itself in a photosphere in the form of
a mixture of bright faculae and dark pores and spots.
Their distribution and number is modulated by the stel-
lar dynamo, which in the case of the Sun is reflected in
the sunspot cycle. Knowledge of the locations and sizes
of active regions and their spots on stars other than the
Sun is limited by the means available to study them,
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generally through the modeling of photometric modu-
lation or of (Zeeman) Doppler signals associated with
stellar rotation. These methods generally have to as-
sume that the structures on the stellar surfaces do not
evolve on the time scale of a rotation; that clearly is not
the case for individual active regions on a star with a
rotation rate like that of the Sun, nor is it likely to hold
on faster rotators where the rate of flux emergence is
significantly elevated. Doppler signals in principle carry
information on the latitude of the source regions, but
this is only recoverable if the Doppler signal of rota-
tion is comparable to, or exceeds, that of the thermal
and convective velocities; for a star like the Sun, with
a photospheric thermal line width equivalent to some
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7 km/s, the maximum rotational Doppler signal exceeds
the thermal width only for stars with rotation periods
below ≈ 7 days. For stars with a rotation axis near
the plane of the sky, both hemispheres are accessible
to these methods, but none can disambiguate on which
hemisphere the features reside that lead to the observed
signals. Magnetic field maps are even harder to recon-
struct than spot maps; for a discussion of methods and
results, see the review by Reiners (2012).
Because of these intrinsic challenges, only large-scale,
slowly evolving structures can in principle be recovered
with some reliability, as significant simplifications are
made by the models and regularization algorithms ap-
plied to limit degeneracies of possible but not necessarily
plausible solutions. Thus, angular resolution is limited
to large patches commonly spanning tens of astrocentric
degrees; for example, Lanza et al. (2007) find that the
longitudinal resolution achievable through spot model-
ing of rotational modulation of a star of solar activity
is typically some 60◦, while Strassmeier (2009) notes
that the smallest “spots” found under optimal condi-
tions for Doppler imaging are some 10◦× 10◦, the latter
just reaching the size of the largest (rare) sunspots. For
slow rotators, with v sin(i) ≤ 5 km/s which are the focus
of the present study, however, the resolution achievable
by Zeeman-Doppler imaging is limited to some 30◦ while
much of the flux in a map is lost as signals with opposite
polarizations largely cancel (Lehmann et al. 2019).
Despite the limitations of how stellar magnetic activ-
ity can be studied, much has been learned about activity
patterns (such as the apparent existence of persistently
active longitudes) and stellar differential rotation (albeit
commonly with ambiguity of sign). But the emergence
patterns as a function of time and latitude, the size dis-
tribution of active regions, the magnitude of convective
flux dispersal, the strength and profile of meridional ad-
vection, and properties of the full spectrum of starspots
remain largely beyond our observational grasp. For re-
views on stellar dynamos, starspots, and stellar mag-
netic fields, see, for example, Berdyugina (2005), Brun
and Browning (2017), Reiners (2012), and Strassmeier
(2009).
The discovery of transiting exoplanets has opened up
a novel way of studying stellar surface structures: the
transiting exoplanet acts as an occulting disk moving
across the features within the transit path. The spa-
tial resolution that can be attained by this method is in
principle limited only by the size of the occulting disk
and its movement across the stellar disk within the time
required for an exposure with sufficient signal-to-noise
ration (S/N). If the transit is sufficiently fast, the back-
ground photospheric features can be assumed constant,
so that difference spectra (or passband intensity differ-
ences) can be computed between the unocculted and
occulted signals to acquire a pure spectrum of what re-
sides behind the exoplanetary disk (see Dravins et al.
2017, for an example of studying stellar granulation).
For slower transits, or to obtain higher resolution, the
time series of the transit can be studied as a convolution
problem. Light-curve analyses suggest spot sizes down
to ∼ 3◦ in diameter (e.g., Silva-Valio and Lanza 2011;
Valio et al. 2017).
This fairly novel way to achieve high-resolution in-
formation for stellar surface structures along the tran-
sit path is of critical importance to studying exoplan-
etary atmospheres through transit spectroscopy (e.g.,
Seager and Sasselov 2000; Brown 2001): the light pass-
ing through the exoplanetary atmosphere contains infor-
mation about the atmospheric structure, but to extract
it unambiguously, the properties of the light source need
to be known. That light source is the photospheric patch
that lies behind the exoplanetary atmosphere in the line
of sight towards the observer, as discussed in detail by,
e.g., Rackham et al. (2018, 2019b), although some scat-
tering in the atmosphere of the exoplanet needs to be
allowed for. This presents a challenge and opportunity
combined: the emission properties of the stellar surface
structures along the transit trajectory as well as the
transmission properties of the exoplanetary atmosphere
need to be analyzed in a joint study of the spectrum that
carries information on both source and absorber (e.g.,
Kowalski et al. 2019; Rackham et al. 2019a).
The stellar magnetic activity can affect observed spec-
tra whose interpretation can lead to ambiguities be-
tween stellar surface (and, of course, chromospheric)
features and the chemical composition, clouds, and par-
ticulate hazes in an exoplanetary atmosphere, arising in
the interpretation of broadband measurements or high-
resolution line spectroscopy (see, for example, Cauley
et al. 2018; Pinhas et al. 2018).
Until recently, transit spectroscopy studies often as-
sumed that the transit light source is the same as the
spectrum of the average unocculted disk. More recently,
detailed shapes of limb darkening (e.g., Espinoza and
Jorda´n 2015) and modeling of spots along the transit
path have come into play, with an occasional study also
allowing for bright facular regions (e.g., Oshagh et al.
2014; Murgas et al. 2019; Bruno et al. 2020, and oth-
ers, see below), albeit characerized by a simple bright-
ness contrast or single temperature without accounting
for limbbrightening effects. Transit light-curve analyses
in the literature go about inferring properties of stellar
surface structures from observations, generally assuming
simplified features on the stellar surface: often simply
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circular starspots, with or without a variety of bright-
nesses (or assumed spot temperatures), some with asso-
ciated facular regions (which may all be assumed to be
identical except for sizes, or may allow for some simple
ad hoc spectral effects), either surrounding these spots
or allowing patches elsewhere on the stellar surface. Un-
derstandably, the number of free parameters is kept low
because present-day observations can offer only a limited
number of constraints.
The purpose of this paper, in contrast, is to use for-
ward modeling of patterns of stellar magnetic fields and
their photospheric effects based on observed character-
istics of the Sun’s magnetic field. Here, too, even if
limiting this study to stars like our G2 V Sun, there is
an assumption, and indeed one that has many facets,
namely that the solar paradigm applies to other stars,
and specifically to stars of substantially higher magnetic
activity than exhibited by the Sun. This study is thus
meant as an exploration through attempted falsification
of the validity of the solar example. At the same time, it
provides quantitative insight into the impacts of stellar
activity on information about exoplanetary atmospheres
extracted from transit spectroscopy. Among the multi-
tude of choices for such a study, I choose to use the
full richness of surface field patterns and model-derived
limb-brightening curves for faculae in areas of different
mean magnetic flux density, while stopping short of full
spectral synthesis. For approaches in which the full ob-
served spectrum is analyzed or a model spectrum com-
puted but with highly simplified assumptions about stel-
lar surface features, see, for example (ordered in time,
generally following a path toward increasing complex-
ity) Pont et al. (2008); Sing et al. (2011); Herrero et al.
(2016); Rackham et al. (2018, 2019b).
The hypothesis that the solar paradigm and the de-
rived surface flux-transport model hold for stars of dif-
ferent activities has been extensively tested (e.g., Schrij-
ver and Zwaan 2000). The model applied here was used
to understand how solar and cool-star radiative losses
from chromospheres and coronae are related (Schrijver
2001), supporting the applicability of the solar paradigm
for stellar studies. For the most active stars, the phe-
nomena of extremely large and high-latitude starspots
present challenges to the solar paradigm (but see Schrij-
ver and Title 2001), and for this reason the present study
stops at stars of moderate activity. Among the issues
that will come up is the phenomenon of the starspot:
light curves of active stars often suggest starspots much
larger than sunspots. However, the low resolution that
can be achieved when mapping stellar surface features
leaves open the possibility that such large stellar spots
are in fact clusters of smaller, more solar-like ones, which
at least for moderately active stars appears to be com-
patible with stellar data (e.g., Solanki and Unruh 2004),
and also with lifetime estimates of starspots assuming
these are dispersed subject to surface convective flows
(Bradshaw and Hartigan 2014).
In this paper, I experiment with a flux-transport
model developed for the Sun, discussed in Sect. 3.1.
Model stellar radiances are computed using a three-
component approach that includes a quiet background
photosphere, a component associated with magnetic
field in magnetic plages and network (referred to here
collectively as faculae), and spots (including their
smaller counterparts, the pores). Modeling of the solar
irradiance has shown such an approach to be successful,
see, e.g., Fligge et al. (1998); Yeo et al. (2017). Proper-
ties of solar faculae, pores, and spots, and a quiet-Sun
limb-darkening curve are then used to render the ap-
pearance of Sun-like stars of different activity at two dif-
ferent wavelengths in the visible and one in the near-IR.
Subsequently, virtual exoplanet transits are performed
to compute the color-dependent transit curves and resid-
uals (Sect. 3.3). Simulated rotational modulation sig-
nals (Sect. 4) and transit residuals (Sect. 5) are then
discussed and compared to examples of observed signals
in a few cool dwarfs (presented in Sect. 2), before I con-
clude the paper with discussion and conclusions (Sects. 6
and 7).
2. A SELECTION OF COOL STARS TRANSITED
BY LARGE EXOPLANETS
The model discussed in Sect. 3 relies on observed prop-
erties of the Sun’s surface activity, including the shape of
the sunspot cycle, the frequency distribution of active-
region sizes, their distribution to form the butterfly di-
agram, their typical tilt angles relative to the equator,
their nesting property for successive generations of emer-
gence, the (super-)granular random-walk dispersal, and
the large-scale meridional advection and differential dis-
placement. None of these properties are known well
enough for other types of stars (be it from observations
or through modeling), so that application of the model
to anything but an early G-type dwarf star is not war-
ranted without determination of changes in the above
properties with spectral type. Similarly, for the gener-
ation of transit light curves, note that the wavelength
and position-dependent properties of sunspots and fac-
ulae are known for the Sun, but are insufficiently clear
for other types of stars. In view of all that, the model is
applied here only for a Sun-like star, and consequently
the comparison to observations is limited to G- and early
K-type main-sequence stars.
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Table 1. Selection of active G- and early-K type dwarf stars transited by Jupiter-sized exoplanets. Listed are: name, spectral
type, rotation period, exoplanetary radius Rp relative to the stellar radius R∗, the estimated relative impact parameter for the
transit dt, and characteristic peak-to-trough amplitude of the rotational modulation of the stellar brightness. The next-to-last
column shows whether evidence is seen in the transit residuals for surface inhomogeneities (with estimated maximum magnitude
if seen, or the detection threshold if not).
Star Spectral Prot Rp/R∗ dt d Rotation Transit Reference(s)
type (days) modul. features?
V1298 Tau K0–K1.5 2.87 0.071 0.24 ≈ 3% Y(∼ 0.15%) David et al. (2019)
CoRoT-2 G7 V 4.5 0.172 0.25 ≈ 3− 4% Y(∼ 0.6%) Silva-Valio and Lanza (2011)
POTS-1 K5 V & 7 a 0.164 0.45 ? N(. 0.7%) Koppenhoefer et al. (2013)
HAT-P-23 ≈G1 ≈ 7 b 0.13 0.33 ? N(. 0.2%) Bakos et al. (2011)
WASP-170 G1 V 7.8 0.118 0.67 ≈ 2% Y(∼ 0.3%) Barkaoui et al. (2019)
CoRoT-9 G3 V 8 b 0.115 0.16 ? Y(∼ 0.2%) Lecavelier des Etangs et al. (2017)
WASP-36 G2 V ≈ 11c 0.138 0.66 ? N(. 0.05%) Mancini et al. (2016)
Kepler-17 G2 V 12 0.138 0.26 ≈ 1− 3% Y(∼ 0.3%) Valio et al. (2017),
Lanza et al. (2019)
HD 189733 K1–K2 V 12 0.144 0.65 ≈ 1.5% Y(∼ 0.3%) Sing et al. (2011)
WASP-52 K2 V 16–18 0.167 0.74 ≈ 1% Y(∼ 0.3%) He´brard et al. (2013),
Bruno et al. (2020)
Kepler-71 G7–G9 V 20 0.136 – ≈ 1% Y(∼ 0.3%) Zaleski et al. (2019)
WASP-6 G8 V 24 0.141 0.28 ≈ 1% Y(∼ 0.3%) Tregloan-Reed et al. (2015),
Nikolov et al. (2015)
a Based on v sin i ≤ 5.3 km/s, and an estimated radius of 0.7R; b based on v sin i = 5.4 km/s in the SIMBAD database; c based
on v sin i = 4 km/s in the SIMBAD database; d estimated from orbital inclination, orbital semi-major axis, and stellar radius as
listed in the tables at exoplanet.eu.
Table 1 lists a selection of relatively active G- and
early K-type cool dwarf or subgiant stars that are tran-
sited by giant exoplanets for which transit light curves
and transit residuals have been analyzed in the liter-
ature. The table lists a few of the stellar properties,
followed by characteristic peak-to-trough values of the
relative rotational modulation; the latter are rough esti-
mates based on observed light curves, averaging over a
series of about a dozen rotations. There are also notes on
whether there are significant signatures of stellar surface
features seen in the transit residuals, and their peak rel-
ative strength. A few comments on three of these (with
source references as in the table, unless otherwise given):
• CoRoT-2 is a rather young and rapidly spinning
star. Photometry of 77 transits over ≈ 30 full stel-
lar rotations suggested typically five dark patches
interpreted as spots per transit. The patch sizes
measure typically 0.25–0.8 planetary radii (Rp),
averaging at ≈ 0.45Rp, 0.077R∗, or ≈ 50, 000 km.
The relative spot intensities exhibit a wide range,
almost uniformly covering values from close to zero
up to around 0.8, falling rapidly in frequency above
that. Figure 4 by Silva-Valio and Lanza (2011)
suggests a pronounced tendency for the smaller
spots to be darker. As discussed in Sect. 5, this
could indicate that the larger spots are in real-
ity clusters of dark structures with an area filling
factor decreasing with increasing feature size (this
relationship is not explicitly shown, but the figures
suggest the scaling may be roughly linear). Rota-
tional modulation reaches peak-to-trough values of
3%–4%, (Lanza et al. 2009).
• Kepler-17 is a Sun-like star, albeit more active at
Prot ≈ 12 days. Transit light-curve analyses over
a period of some 1200 days, with residuals reach-
ing ≈ 0.4%, resulted in the determination of spot
properties under the transit chord. Typical spot
radii range from 0.2 to 0.7Rp, with a few larger
ones; intensities range from about 0.2 to 0.85, with
an average value of 0.55. As in CoRoT-2, there is
a trend for larger spots to be brighter.
• Kepler-71 is a late-G main-sequence star with
Prot = 20 days. Its transit residuals have been
modeled in terms of both dark spots and bright
faculae. The modeling suggests spot intensities
widely ranging between about 0.1 and 0.9 times
the unperturbed photosphere, while facular areas
have relative intensities most commonly between
1.1 and 1.25 in the Kepler passband. The spots are
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typically found to have a scale of half the exoplanet
radius, while the facular regions range from about
that size up to about 1.3Rp, covering roughly 50–
100% more area in total than the spots do.
3. MODEL DESCRIPTION
3.1. Flux-transport model
The flux-transport model used here was developed by
Schrijver (2001), with cycle modulation introduced by
Schrijver and Title (2001) and with flux-decay proper-
ties as discussed by Schrijver et al. (2002). This same
flux-transport code continues to be used in an assimila-
tion mode for SOHO/MDI and SDO/HMI magnetogram
data starting in mid-1996, see, for example, Schrijver
and DeRosa (2003), and Schrijver and Liu (2008).12
Visualizations of the global field patterns are discussed
below, but other realizations associated with two of the
model runs here (identified as M(A = 1) and M(A =
30); see below in this section for their properties) can
be found in Schrijver et al. (2003).
At each time step, a set of bipolar regions is ran-
domly selected from a parent-distribution power-law fre-
quency spectrum that is based on the work by Har-
vey and Zwaan (1993): they used magnetogram se-
quences throughout solar Cycle 21 (1975–1986) to deter-
mine times of maximum development of bipolar regions
and with that determined the behavior of the flux-input
spectrum with cycle phase. Their findings support a
power-law distribution of bipolar-region sizes for which
the power-law index is essentially unchanged through
the cycle, so that only a multiplier is needed to describe
the evolution through the activity cycle. The same spec-
trum is used throughout the simulated activity cycles,
but modulated in time with a profile resembling a solar
sunspot cycle, with successive cycles somewhat overlap-
ping in early and late cycle phases. Stars of different
activity levels are simulated by a multiplier on the cy-
cle amplitude. As discussed below, a maximum flux for
active regions is set as desired, below which the distri-
bution is maintained the same in shape, except for an
overall multiplicative factor.
1 Assimilation results can be viewed at
http://www.lmsal.com/forecast/.
2 Results from another flux-transport model are shown by Gibb
et al. (2016) and Lehmann et al. (2019), in which also ex-
periments with different differential-rotation and meridional-
advection profiles are discussed. The main differences with the
model used here are that their model describes the magnetic field
as a continuous medium, does not reach down to the smallest
bipoles, imposes a flux-independent diffusion coefficient, and has
a distinct flux insertion algorithm that moreover does not incor-
porate active-region nesting.
These regions are then randomly distributed over a
range of latitudes and with a range of tilt angles. The
latitudes and tilt angles have a spread that decreases
with increasing size of the region, while the mean lat-
itude shifts from mid-latitudes toward the equator as
a cycle progresses, with a 3 yr phase of overlap be-
tween successive cycles, all based on the average values
and scatter about those derived from solar observations.
Random values are generated, drawn from parent distri-
bution functions that are based on observed properties
of solar bipolar regions, ranging from small ephemeral
regions to large active regions.
The longitude of flux emergence for each bipole is in
principle randomly drawn from a uniform distribution.
However, this is modulated by where previously emerged
regions continue to exist: on the Sun, bipolar regions
have a strong tendency to emerge at locations where a
previous generation emerged and often still exists. This
nesting property is so pronounced that almost one in
two active regions emerges inside another (Brouwer and
Zwaan 1990; Harvey and Zwaan 1993). The nesting as
seen for solar regions is modeled as described by Schrij-
ver (2001). In short, the probability of emergence per
unit area inside a magnetic plage region is set to 22
times that outside of a plage region (following Harvey
and Zwaan 1993). Other than this hysteresis in flux
emergence, no preferred longitudes are introduced.
The selected fluxes are distributed as flux concentra-
tions over two adjacent patches of opposite polarity.
Work by Schrijver and Harvey (1994) revealed that ma-
ture active regions have a mean flux density of 100–
150 G (excluding spots and pores), regardless of the re-
gion’s age or size. Here, a mean flux density is chosen of
180 G (as in the original model by Schrijver (2001)) to
accommodate a characteristic fraction of the flux con-
tained in spots and pores. The regions are gradually
introduced, with an equivalent rate of flux emergence of
5×1021 Mx/day (based on data from Harvey and Zwaan
1993).
The flux-transport model uses a point-source approx-
imation for the magnetic field. These sources can be
thought of as moving along a pattern of vertices that
are defined by the evolving supergranular network. The
properties of that cellular pattern and the characteristic
displacement velocity along its vertices determine the
typical mean-free path for the flux concentrations. At
each time step, the flux-transport model assumes that
all flux within an area with a radius equal to the typical
mean-free path length for the quiet-Sun network coag-
ulate into a single concentration prior to the next time
step. This concept was successfully tested for a range
of solar activity levels. The derivation of the coagula-
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tion radius rc = 4200 km is described in § 4 of Schrijver
(2001), based on the model by Schrijver et al. (1997).
In reality, the supergranular and larger-scale flows
that transport magnetic flux are, of course, not strictly
confined to the lanes between supergranules, while more-
over the supergranular cell pattern itself is evolving.
Hence, the flux concentrations in the model are abstrac-
tions of patches within the photospheric field for which
the diffusion approximation can be applied on scales be-
yond the coagulation radius. On scales below rc, gran-
ular convective motions interact with the magnetic flux
through the laws of radiative magnetoconvection, reach-
ing a quasi-equilibrium on a time scale of a few granular
turnover time scales, well below the step time of 0.25 day
used in the model. Note that the diameter of the coag-
ulation patch of 2rc = 8400 km is comparable to the
box width of 9000 km used for the numerical models by
Norris et al. (2017), which is used in Sect. 3.3 to model
the photospheric brightness. Hence, Sect. 3.3 uses the
fluxes Φi in the point sources of the surface flux-dispersal
model, converted into a mean flux density of Φi/(pir
2
c ).
The flux concentrations initiate a grid-free random
walk in which step lengths are a function of the abso-
lute flux of the concentrations, again following observed
trends that show larger concentrations to be less mobile,
i.e., apparently more able to resist convective displace-
ment.
These concentrations can collide to merge or (par-
tially) cancel, and they can fragment, with collision
cross sections and fractionation probabilities depending
on the flux contained, as derived from solar observations.
Then, before starting on the next step, all concentra-
tions are moved subject to the large-scale differential-
rotation and meridional-flow profiles, after which a new
set of bipolar regions is selected to match the average
flux-input rate, which itself is modulated following the
progression of an activity cycle shaped as the average
sunspot cycle.
I use the following parameter settings (for details
see Schrijver and Title 2001): A time step of 6 hr, a
flux-dispersal coefficient of D = 300 km/s2 with a flux-
dependent step size as described by Eqs. (A4) and (A5)
in Schrijver (2001). The differential-rotation rate is set
to that from Komm et al. (1993) and the meridional
flow, tapered at high latitudes, like that of Van Balle-
gooijen et al. (1998), both as applied in the study by
Schrijver and Title (2001). The half-life time scale on
which flux concentrations ’decay’ (i.e., are randomly re-
moved from the simulation) as introduced and described
by Schrijver et al. (2002) is set to 5 yr. The model is set
to use a fixed-amplitude cycle with equal strengths at
each sunspot maximum, set to reach its peak 4 yr after
sunspot minimum, with a cycle-to-cycle overlap period
of 3 yr (see Schrijver et al. 2002). The duration of the
full magnetic cycle is set to 21.9 yr, and its associated
flux-injection profile in time and latitude is as in Eq. (2)
in Schrijver and Title (2001).
3.2. Model runs
The model is run for five different sets of only two free
parameters. The first, A, quantifies the amplitude of the
stellar cycle; it is simply a multiplier on the frequency at
which bipolar regions are inserted compared to a typical
solar cycle, so that A = 1 is used for a run to mimic the
Sun (calibrated to Cycle 21), while A > 1 signifies a
more-active star with a more pronounced cycle. The
second parameter, Φmax, is a threshold flux in bipolar
regions at which the power-law frequency spectrum of
fluxes is truncated, as discussed below. The parameters
and results of the five runs are summarized in Table 2.
A star like the present-day Sun is simulated as in the
model developed by Schrijver (2001), here referred to as
M(A = 1). For this baseline solar model, the bipole-
emergence rate is calibrated to the solar cycle, i.e. with a
cycle-strength multiplier as in Schrijver and Title (2001)
of A = 1.
For stars like Kepler-17 and WASP-36, of solar spec-
tral type but with rotation periods around 12 days, a
coronal soft X-ray flux density is expected that is about
10 times higher than that of the Sun (e.g., Patten and
Simon 1996; Mittag et al. 2018). As the soft X-ray flux
density scales roughly linearly with the surface magnetic
flux density (e.g., Schrijver and Title 2005) the mean
surface magnetic flux density, 〈|fB|〉 (for filling factor
f and intrinsic photospheric field strength B), should
be roughly an order of magnitude higher than for run
M(A = 1), here particularly for the facular fields be-
cause spot fields appear to contribute little to the coro-
nal brightness, so roughly ∼ 150 G. Reaching such levels
of surface magnetic activity requires significant enhance-
ments in the active-region injection frequency or mean
active-region size, or both.
This estimate of the average surface magnetic flux
density 〈|fB|〉 ∼ 150 G for stars of about half the so-
lar rotation period is subject to a considerable uncer-
tainty range. One discussion of this (with associated
references) can be found in Vidotto et al. (2014): us-
ing the five power-law scalings from various sources in
the literature that are listed in their Table 3 based on
Zeeman broadening to quantify the surface magnetic
field, one infers 〈|fB|〉 =40–160 G starting from a so-
lar value from run M(A = 1) of ∼ 15 G. A value of
∼ 170 G results from a calibration from Rossby number
via Zeeman-Doppler imaging to an equivalent magnetic
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flux density for a Zeeman broadening signal using Fig-
ure 1 and Eq. (2) in See et al. (2019). Thus, the value
of ∼ 150 G estimated above seems reasonable, although
a substantial uncertainty should be allowed for.
A much more active star, but with otherwise so-
lar parameters, is simulated using A = 30 in model
M(A = 30). The total flux on the stellar surface in the
latter run peaks at about 7 times that of M(A = 1):
inserting more active regions with a given size spectrum
leads to more flux cancellations, so that the total flux on
the surface increases more slowly than linearly with the
cycle strength (see, e.g., Schrijver 2001, for a discussion).
Whereas it reaches a value of 〈|fB|〉 commensurate with
that of a star with Prot ∼ 12 days, the rotational ampli-
tude is too low (see Sect. 4).
To increase the rotational modulation, larger regions
could be introduced. This also strengthens the impact of
activity nests, the tendency for active regions to emerge
within existing other regions or in sites of an earlier such
emergence. Thus, another run, M(A = 30)+, also with
A = 30, is created but with a maximum active-region
flux per polarity of Φmax raised from 1.5 × 1022 Mx (as
used in Schrijver 2001) to 3× 1023 Mx. The latter value
allows regions as large as that expected to power the
Carrington-Hodgson flare to emerge (based on a flux es-
timate by Aulanier et al. 2013). Such very large regions
are rare on the Sun (the largest region observed to date,
which occurred in April 1947, is estimated to have had a
flux at that level, see Taylor 1989; Schrijver et al. 2012),
hence the choice of Φmax = 1.5 × 1022 Mx for the so-
lar activity level in run M(A = 1), but the occurrence
of very large flares on more-active stars suggests that
larger regions may be more common on such stars (see,
e.g., Maehara et al. 2012; Shibayama et al. 2013; Notsu
et al. 2017).
The model runs described above suggested that stars
like Kepler-17 and WASP-36 may be approximated by a
run of intermediate A and Φmax, with parameters set as
in run M(A = 10)+. For comparison purposes, also a
run M(A = 1)+ is executed for a star of solar activity,
but allowing for large active regions, setting Φmax =
3× 1023 Mx.
Note that all runs for an active Sun-like star with
A = 30 have the same total amount of flux emerging per
unit time in the range from 6×1018 Mx to 1.5×1022 Mx
per polarity. The larger range of the power-law probabil-
ity distribution for regions to be inserted into the stellar
photosphere in runs with elevated Φmax introduces ad-
ditional large regions, leading to more flux on the stellar
surface, while maintaining the frequencies of the more
abundant smaller regions to match the shape of the size
spectrum derived from solar observations (while allow-
ing an overall multiplicative factor). Given the proper-
ties of the active-region frequency distribution, the rate
of flux input for Φmax = 3 10
23 Mx is increased by a
factor of 1.7 relative to Φmax = 1.5 10
22 Mx. Larger re-
gions disperse more slowly, which also leads to increased
persistence of successive generations of flux emergence
within them (in active-region nests), so that the total
amount of flux in the photosphere increases more than
the rate at which flux input increases if the spectrum is
extended to higher fluxes (see Table 2).
To bootstrap the simulation runs relatively quickly
into a state in which the polar caps are less sensitive to
the initial state (an empty stellar surface), for all runs
except M(A = 30)+, half of all flux concentrations is
randomly removed after the completion of the first 11-yr
sunspot cycle (using the same procedure as in Schrijver
and Title 2001). For these runs, the data shown here
are taken from the third sunspot cycle, i.e., covering the
years 22 to 33 for the simulations. Any effects of the
initial state or the removal of half of all concentrations
after the first 11 years are moreover dampened by the
half-life decay time scale of flux concentrations of 5 yr.
For run M(A = 30)+, when the code is tracking over
2 × 105 elements near cycle maximum, the n2 nature
of the algorithm testing for collisions between flux con-
centrations leads to much longer computation time; as
only the high-latitude fields require a multi-decade run,
while these have little impact on the transit residuals
being studied, for this run data are shown in the same
cycle phases as for the others, but from the first rather
than third sunspot cycle.
Sample simulation results for the magnetic field dis-
tributions across the stellar surface are shown in Fig-
ures 1a-1d. As the focus of this study is the signal from
exoplanetary transits, and as most planetary systems
appear to have their normal vector rather well aligned
with the stellar rotation axis, the perspective for visual-
izations of these simulations is chosen to lie in the plane
of the stellar rotational equator.
3.3. Modeling photospheric appearances
Estimation of the brightness of facular patches on the
faces of stars requires knowledge of their contrast as
a function of viewing angle (or relative distance from
disk center), wavelength, and corresponding character-
istic absolute magnetic flux densities. Here, disk ap-
pearance, rotational modulation, and transit signals are
simulated for three wavelengths for which Norris et al.
(2017) show facular contrast versus limb distance (their
Fig. 8) and activity level: 3870 A˚, 6010 A˚, and 15975 A˚.
Their values are based on magnetoconvective calcula-
tions with radiative transfer using the MURaM code,
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(a) M(A = 1), Φmax = 1.5 1022 Mx: 3870 A˚ 6010 A˚ 15975 A˚
(b) M(A = 1)+, Φmax = 3.0 1023 Mx: 3870 A˚ 6010 A˚ 15975 A˚
(c) M(A = 10)+, Φmax = 3.0 1023 Mx: 3870 A˚ 6010 A˚ 15975 A˚
(d) M(A = 30)+, Φmax = 3.0 1023 Mx: 3870 A˚ 6010 A˚ 15975 A˚
Figure 1. Simulated magnetograms (left panels; gray scale saturates at ±1.35 kG) and intensity images for 3870 A˚, 6010 A˚,
and 15975 A˚, respectively, for a Sun-like star, approximately 5.5 yr after the minimum in its solar-like sunspot cycle. The
intensity contrast relative to the quiet photosphere has been doubled to better show the faculae. The cycle amplitude A and
the maximum flux Φmax per polarity in the largest active regions (see Sect. 3.2 for their definition) are indicated above the
magnetograms. The transit path and the exoplanet size used in Sect. 5 are shown by white lines and the black disks.
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validated successfully against solar observations.3 For
values of µ between 0 and 0.2, close to the limb, for
which they show no results, a smooth transition to zero
contrast at the limb is imposed.
The background limb darkening of the quiet photo-
sphere is set to that measured by Neckel and Labs
(1994), except for the 15975 A˚ channel for which I use
the polynomial fit to the data presented in Figure 4 by
Norris et al. (2017).
To estimate the average magnetic flux density to be
used to compute facular brightenings, I assume that the
flux in a model concentration is spread out over an area
with a radius equal to the coagulation radius of rc =
4200 km: concentrations that approach each other closer
than that in the model are considered to merge. The
flux threshold at which bright faculae transition to dark
pores or spots is set to Φb = 3× 1020 Mx (see Table 4.1
in Schrijver and Zwaan 2000).
For spots, the average intrinsic field strength over
the combined area of umbra and penumbra is set to
1.35 kG based on the study by Solanki and Schmidt
(1993), who note that this value is similar to the field
strength characteristic of smaller magnetic features; this
value is therefore used as intrinsic field strength in
the visualizations here for all flux concentrations. For
the intensity contrast averaged over an entire pore or
spot, I assume an average intensity contrast derived
from the ratio of blackbody temperatures of the spot
and photosphere, Tspot and Tphot, respectively, cor-
responding to the wavelength λ considered: cs(λ) =
(exp(hck/(λTphot))− 1) / (exp(hck/(λTspot))− 1), for h
the Planck constant, c the speed of light in vacuum, and
k the Boltzmann constant. Radiative transfer effects for
different wavelengths are ignored in the present approx-
imation.
For the Sun-like star simulated here, the photospheric
temperature is set to Tphot = 5780 K. For the effec-
tive temperature of the spot area, including umbra and
penumbra, I use Tspot = 5150 K as inferred from solar
irradiance modeling by Fligge et al. (1998, see also, e.g.,
Fligge et al. (2001)). More recent modeling may include
umbral and penumbral components separately, such as
in the study by Unruh et al. (2008) which uses a penum-
bral temperature of 5150 K and an umbral temperature
of 4500 K. However, as the penumbral area dominates
umbral areas by factors of typically 3:1 (Fligge et al.
3 The applicability of these models to stars substantially more ac-
tive than the Sun is supported by, e.g., the observations by Linsky
et al. (2012) who conclude that the thermal structure and heat-
ing rates inferred for active stars are comparable to those of the
brightest solar faculae (see Linsky 2019, for a broader discussion).
1998) to 5:1 (Martinez Pillet et al. 1993), using a sin-
gle, largely penumbral temperature as characteristic for
the overall spot output suffices for the present purpose.
With these values for Tphot and Tspot, the spot bright-
ness relative to the photosphere at 3870 A˚, 6010 A˚, and
1.6µm is 0.45, 0.60, and 0.79, respectively. The same
relative limb-darkening curve is assumed as for the quiet
photosphere at the wavelength under consideration.
Each flux concentration is mapped into the image
pixel corresponding to its central location. For those
with |Φi| ≤ Φb, the effective radius Aeff is assumed to
be rc. For concentrations with |Φi| > Φb, an area of
AΦ = |Φi|/Bphot, with Bphot = 1.35 kG is assumed to
hold for the average field strength over the combined
umbral and penumbral areas. For the concentrations for
which AΦ exceeds the unprojected surface area mapping
into an image pixel, the area is approximated as a fore-
shortened circular disk (pixelation effects are corrected
for by matching the total intensity in a disk to the area
mapped onto an image array). For fractional pixels, and
for concentrations for which the area Aeff is smaller than
the solar surface area under an image pixel, the intensity
in that pixel is modified using the fraction of the pixel
area covered by the magnetic concentration, assuming
the intensity of the complement of that pixel area is un-
affected.
Simulated magnetograms are made by mapping the
fluxes Φi of the flux concentrations onto an image,
spread out over disks with radius AΦ, and subsequently
modified with a multiplicative factor for each pixel
equivalent to assuming that the magnetic field is nor-
mal to the local surface.
Sample simulation results for the intensity images at
three different wavelengths are shown in the right-hand
three panels of Figures 1a-1d (with doubled contrast to
better show the faculae). The images in these figures
were smoothed with a Gaussian with a FWHM value of
2 pixels. The images show that both the facular con-
trast and the spot contrast are largest for the shortest
wavelengths, as expected from the facular contrasts and
the wavelength-dependent contrast cs(λ). And, also as
expected, the faculae stand out most clearly toward the
limb while spots and pores are most readily visible to-
ward the central regions of the disks.
One property that jumps out in particular in the in-
tensity images of Figures 1c–1d is the abundance of dark
features with diameters of order 8000 km. This is a con-
sequence of the numerical prescription for the fraction-
ation probability of flux concentration. This has a lo-
cal minimum (and thus a corresponding maximum in
the lifetime) around 1021 Mx. Consequently, clusters of
such solar-like spots develop in the model. While this
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fractionation probability approximates the behavior of
most sunspots well, it is as yet unknown how spots and
spot clusters behave in very active stars or extremely
large bipolar regions (if these indeed exist). Numerical
experiments with radiative magnetoconvection by Beeck
et al. (2015a,b), however, suggest that in the presence of
an increasingly strong field, (micro-)pores are a naturaly
occuring phenomenon for cool main-sequence stars when
the mean flux density exceeds a few hundred Mx/cm2.
This may or may not be what happens on a very active
star, but even if it does not happen, compact clusters
of such spots in the model run here may effectively de-
scribe the appearance of any large spot in real life from
the point of view of rotational modulation or transit sig-
nals for planets of a size comparable to Jupiter as simu-
lated here. Note that the images shown in Figures 1a–1d
have a best effective resolution of 5500 km at disk center
(given the diameter of the rendered images of 512 pixels
subjected to a Gaussian smoothing with FWHM of 2
pixels), to be compared to rc = 4200 km.
Another feature that stands out in Figures 1c–1d is the
multitude of spots and pores that persist in the poleward
arcs formed by decaying active regions, and also in flux
dispersal toward the equator. In the models, these dark
features are the result of the frequent collisions and tem-
porary mergers between flux concentrations in regions of
high average flux density. Such high flux concentrations
on the Sun would correspond to pores and small spots.
4. OUT-OF-TRANSIT BRIGHTNESS AND
ROTATIONAL MODULATION
This section reviews how the modeled stars would be
viewed in terms of brightness and rotational modulation
in the absence of exoplanetary transits. Only a single
realization is randomly selected for this study (5.5 yr
after a minimum, and 1.5 yr after the maximum in the
simulated cycle), which focuses on trends in its testing
of the solar paradigm against selected observations.
4.1. Net brightness
First to discuss is the average relative offset δ∗ =
(I∗(∞, λ) − Iq(λ))/Iq(λ), where I∗(∞, λ) is the bright-
ness of the active star out of transit and Iq(λ) is that of
the quiet-star (here quiet-Sun) photosphere. Values for
δ∗ are listed in Table 2. Note that these values should be
compared across wavelength for a given set; substantial
statistical fluctuations make these values less suitable for
comparison between runs, although the trends are likely
to stand. These values show that the tradeoff between
bright faculae and dark spots is such that the overall
brightness of a star with Sun-like activity (M(A = 1))
is increased during cycle phases of enhanced activity rel-
ative to the reference quiet Sun. The averaged contrast
Rotational modulation: M(A=1), 3870A
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Figure 2. Solid line: rotation modulation for 3780 A˚ for
run M(A = 1), as viewed from the rotational equator, and
expressed as a difference compared to an inactive but limb-
darkened photosphere such that phase angle 0◦ (correspond-
ing to the images in Fig. 1a) shows the offset δ∗ from Table 2.
Dashed line: total flux on the observer-facing side of the star,
rescaled to the same amplitude as the intensity but inverted
in sign.
Rotational modulation: M(A=1)+, 3870A
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Figure 3. As Figure. 2 for M(A = 1)+.
Rotational modulation: M(A=10)+, 3870A
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Figure 4. As Figure. 2 for M(A = 10)+.
Rotational modulation: M(A=30)+, 3870A
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Figure 5. As Figure. 2 for M(A = 30)+.
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Table 2. Model properties and modulation estimates. The table lists the following for a single, arbitrarily-chosen step in the
flux-transport model for an activity phase about 1.5 yr after cycle maximum, following the run identifier, which includes the
cycle-strength factor A, and the maximum active-region flux per polarity Φmax: globally-averaged absolute magnetic flux density
〈|fB|〉 of all flux elements and 〈|fB|〉fac for the faculae (with fluxes below 3 1020 Mx); globally-averaged areal filling factor fd
of dark pores and spots assuming an intrinsic field strength of 1.35 kG; the contrast δ∗ of the total unocculted brightness of the
active star and the unocculted inactive star from the perspective shown in Figure 1; peak-to-trough rotational modulation, and
– in the final set of three columns – peak-to-trough amplitude ∆(λ) for the transit residuals, both as shown in Figures 1a–1d.
Note that δ∗(λ) and ∆(λ) are for rough intercomparison only as they are computed for a single time step in the flux-dispersal
model and for a transit across a single viewing angle of the stellar sphere.
Run Φmax 〈|fB|〉, fd Net Intensity Rotation Transit Residual
(1022 〈|fB|〉fac (%) Change δ∗ (%) Modulation (%) Ampl. ∆(λ) (ppm)
Mx) (G) 3870 6010 15975 3870 6010 15975 3870 6010 15975
M(A = 1) 1.5 16, 15 0.06 +0.24 +0.04 +0.014 0.06 0.014 0.010 180 40 40
M(A = 1)+ 30 60, 51 0.65 +0.55 −0.01 −0.00 0.38 0.31 0.12 420 180 70
M(A = 10)+ 30 212, 132 5.9 −0.97 −1.60 −0.40 0.90 0.64 0.25 980 520 300
M(A = 30) 1.5 135, 100 2.6 +0.26 −0.54 −0.12 0.30 0.22 0.08 1100 540 190
M(A = 30)+ 30 479, 175 22. −6.1 −5.3 −1.3 2.9 2.0 0.7 6300 3800 1400
over the three wavelengths, used as a rough proxy for
the bolometric value, is ∼ 0.1%. This value compares
well with the observed change in total solar irradiance
over the cycle (e.g., Fro¨hlich 2016; Kopp 2016).
For the simulations of the more-active stars, the fac-
ulae play a relatively weaker role than starspots, re-
sulting in a dimming of the overall stellar brightness.
For M(A = 1)+ this results in a near balance between
spot darkening and facular brightening for the longer
wavelengths, while for the most active star, simulated
sunspot darkening outweighs facular contributions at
all three model wavelengths. This trend is consistent
with the empirical results of Lockwood et al. (1997)
and Radick et al. (2018, see also Montet et al. (2017)).
In their long-term monitoring of a set of cool stars,
they note that more-active stars tend to dim as chro-
mospheric activity increases due to dynamo variability,
suggesting a dominant role of starspots over faculae. In
contrast, for many less-active stars – including the Sun –
photospheric brightness increases with increasing activ-
ity, which is interpreted to be owing to a stronger role of
faculae relative to that of spots, although the latter can
cause dips in the brightness when crossing near central
meridian due to solar rotation.
Figure 15 by Radick et al. (2018) suggests that spots
and pores dominate in irradiance variations beyond a
chromospheric activity level of log(R′H+K) ≈ −4.75,
compared to a characteristic solar value of around −4.9.
Converting the level of log(R′H+K) ≈ −4.75 into an S-
index value (Noyes et al. 1984), and applying Eqs. (1)
and (2) in Shapiro et al. (2014) yields a correspond-
ing spot/pore filling factor of 1.2% and a facular fill-
ing factor of 6.8%, which with B = 1.35 kG yields
〈|fB|〉 ≈ 100 G for spots/pores and faculae combined.
This appears compatible with the summary results in
Table 2.
4.2. Rotational modulation
To compute the rotational modulation as shown by the
solid curves in Figures 2–5, the perspective of the ren-
dered photospheres is changed, but the magnetic field is
held frozen in time (phase angle 0◦ corresponds to the
images shown in Figures 1a–1d). Dashed curves in these
figures show the total magnetic flux on the observer-
facing side of the star, rescaled to the same range for
comparison, and inverted in sign because more flux is
generally due to more active regions that put more spots
and pores on the star, except in run M(A = 1) where
brightness and magnetic flux on a hemisphere are posi-
tively correlated.
This single snapshot of rotational modulation clearly
is only one of many instantiations of the field distribu-
tion, but gives an idea of the magnitude of the modu-
lations that is sufficient for the present purpose. The
amplitude of rotational modulation for the simulation
of the Sun-like star (M(A = 1)) at 4 000 A˚ is ∼ 0.06%.
This single example of rotational modulation lies only
somewhat below the value of ≈ 0.1−0.2% characteristic
of the active Sun (Fro¨hlich 2016; Lee et al. 2016).
On the one hand, this single snapshot model is at least
roughly of comparable magnitude to observations. On
the other hand, the rotational modulation of more-active
stars also comes out low if only the emergence frequency,
but not the size spectrum, of active regions is changed.
For M(A = 30), the rotational modulation at visible
wavelengths is ∼ 0.2%. This is considerably weaker than
what is observed in stars of correspondingly high activ-
ity. One example is the rotational modulation observed
for Kepler-17 (Table 1) which is about 1–2%. Other ex-
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amples of stars with comparable rotation periods can be
found in Notsu et al. (2013) for a sample of stars that
exhibit superflaring in the Kepler data: typical ampli-
tudes of rotational brightness modulation for such stars
fall in the range from 1% to 5%, with most clustering
around 2%.
There are two ways by which the model’s rotational
modulation can be increased: raise the frequency of
emergence of active regions, or allow for larger active
regions to emerge. The frequency spectrum for emerg-
ing bipoles used in the present simulations is based on
the work by Harvey and Zwaan (1993), and is thus char-
acteristic of sunspot Cycle 21. Without guidance on, for
example, preferred longitudes for flux emergence, statis-
tically, one expects an increase in rotational modulation
that scales as the square root of the number of regions
(see also Rackham et al. 2018). Based on this, rather
than modifying this frequency or introducing longitudi-
nal patterns in an ad hoc fashion, the second possibility
is explored. The largest active regions that emerged in
the 846-day period of observations analyzed by Harvey
and Zwaan (1993) had a total absolute magnetic flux
per polarity of roughly 4 × 1022 Mx, with only a single
occurrence of such a large region during the period of
their analysis. This led Schrijver (2001) and Schrijver
and Title (2001) to set Φmax = 1.5 × 1022 Mx in their
model runs to stay just below the most uncertain part
of the active-region size spectrum with infrequent real-
izations on the Sun.
A later study by Zhang et al. (2010), spanning a
longer period, showed regions with fluxes up to about
3×1023 Mx per polarity. When the flux-emergence spec-
trum is extended to this flux for a star of otherwise solar
properties (in run M(A = 1)+), the rotational modu-
lation at visible wavelengths reaches ∼0.3–0.4%. This
certainly lies in the range of solar rotational modula-
tion, but now the added flux leads to surface-averaged
flux densities that are too high (Table 2). Without ex-
perimenting further in the present context, I hypothesize
that there may be a decline in active-region frequencies
for region with fluxes approaching 3 × 1023 Mx, drop-
ping below the power law seen at lower fluxes. This
would be in line with comments by Zhang et al. (2010),
and with the occurrence of infrequent but large regions
discussed by Schrijver et al. (2012), while occasionally
resulting in larger rotational modulation and also re-
gions large enough for infrequent powerful solar flares
(Aulanier et al. 2013).
The result of allowing larger regions is also notice-
able for the more-active stars: the rotational modula-
tion found for M(A = 10)+ and M(A = 30)+ with
Φmax = 3 × 1023 Mx, is significantly larger than for
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Figure 6. Total magnetic flux on the observer-facing side
of the star modeled in run M(A = 10)+, assuming a syn-
odic rotation period of 12 days at the Carrington reference
latitude of 16◦. The interval shown extends over 20 rota-
tion periods, with the time t = 0 set to the reference time
for which Figures 1c and 4 are shown, at the full temporal
resolution of the model of 6 hr/step.
M(A = 30), reaching roughly 1–3% in the visible. Not
only are these models in the range of the observed rota-
tional modulation of Kepler-17 and other similar Kepler
targets, but they also inject bipoles of sufficient mag-
nitude to power the occasional superflares observed on
such stars (e.g., Schrijver et al. 2012; Aulanier et al.
2013; Notsu et al. 2013).
Model M(A = 30)+ has an average magnetic flux
density of 〈|fB|〉 ∼ 500 G (Table 2). Notsu et al. (2015)
show a trend of increasing 〈|fB|〉 versus the amplitude
of the rotational brightness variation (their Figure 8b).
They base this scaling on solar observations of the Ca II
infrared triplet compared to a magnetogram, and mea-
sure the stellar Ca II infrared triplet to establish the
mean stellar level of activity. If only the total flux in
facular elements (with fluxes below 3 1020 Mx) is taken
to contribute in the Ca II triplet, then for model values
of 〈|fB|〉fac ≈ 180 G the scaling found by Notsu et al.
(2015) would map to brightness variation amplitudes by
rotational modulation of ≈ 1.5%, which compares well
with what is found here (Table 2).
The rotational modulation is the result of the inhomo-
geneous distribution of magnetic flux across the stellar
surface, with the signal presenting a mean over entire
hemispheres. The result is a relatively smooth curve as
a function of the phase angle, as shown in Figures 2–5.
The hemispheric smoothing can result in a simple modu-
lation often at the apparent period of rotation (Figures 4
and 5), but for the less-active stars rotation periods can
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Figure 7. Transit residuals normalized to the out-
of-transit signal for 3780 A˚ (solid), 6010 A˚ (dashed), and
15975 A˚ (dash-dotted) for an instance in M(A = 1) (cor-
responding to a phase angle of 0◦ in Fig. 2. The time steps
used for the transit correspond to ≈ 16 Mm in the plane of
the sky.
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Figure 8. As Fig. 7 for M(A = 1)+.
be masked. The appearance of observed light curves
of active stars may suggest the existence of only a few
large spot groups, but the images in Figures 1a–1d sug-
gest that the real situation may be far more complex.
Figure 6 illustrates the rotational modulation over
time by looking at the total amount of magnetic flux on
the ’observer-facing’ hemisphere of the ’rotating star’:
here, the magnetic evolution is shown for run M(A =
10)+ over a total of 20 simulated rotation periods set to
12 days each, at the full model resolution of its 6 hr steps,
centered on the time shown in Figure 1c. The figure
shows a clear long-term evolution in the total amount
of flux, but for most of the period there is a pronounced
rotational modulation suggestive of a dominant active
hemisphere where none is prescribed in the model.
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Figure 9. As Fig. 7 for M(A = 10)+. Compare to Fig-
ure 11 where a series of transits are shown for 3870 A˚ for
different rotation angles of the simulated star.
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Figure 10. As Fig. 7 for M(A = 30)+.
5. TRANSIT SIGNALS
5.1. Aspects of model transit light curves
The average radius of the selected exoplanets in Ta-
ble 1 is 0.14R∗, which is also characteristic of WASP-36b
and Kepler-17b, which orbit the most Sun-like stars of
the longest rotation periods in the sample listed. In the
transit simulations discussed here, I therefore adopt a
planetary radius of 0.14R. Smaller virtual exoplanets
can, of course, also be used, but that is an application
that can await both advanced magnetoconvective mod-
els of stellar photospheres and very large aperture tele-
scopes with increased S/N properties. One exception is
made for comparison to a transit with a planetary radius
of 0.02R discussed below.
Figures 1a–1d show examples of transits paths across
the model stars with a relative impact parameter for
the transit of dt = 0.25R∗ (compare with the estimated
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Figure 11. (top) Transit signal and (bottom) transit resid-
uals as for Figure 9 for run M(A = 10)+ for 3870 A˚ and
Rp/R∗ = 0.14, shown by the thick black curve. Transit sig-
nals are computed for a series of different perspectives, ro-
tating the star each time by 10◦. In the top panel, all transit
signals are normalized to the intensity of the inactive star. In
the bottom panel, all residuals are shifted to a zero value out
of transit. The shaded band shows the range of signals; note
that the peaks in the upper envelope in the bottom panel
are a result of the stepping by 10◦. The light grey curves
depict the transit residuals for each of these viewing angles.
The dashed black line in the top diagram shows the transit
signal for an inactive photosphere.
values for the selected stellar sample in Table 1), for
which Figures 7–10 show the transit residuals, calibrated
relative to the inactive star and to zero out of transit:
R(t, λ) ≡ (I∗(t, λ)− Iq(t, λ))
Iq(t, λ)
− (I∗(∞, λ)− Iq(∞, λ))
Iq(∞, λ) ,
(1)
where I∗(t, λ) is the modeled transit intensity at time t
(running in the figures from first contact with the im-
age field of view to fourth contact) and wavelength λ,
and I∗(∞, λ) is the brightness of the active star out of
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Figure 12. (top) Transit signal and (bottom) transit
residuals as for Figure 11, but for a transiting planet with
Rp/R∗ = 0.02 (or ∼ 2R⊕). In this case, the rotational mod-
ulation far exceeds the transit modulation, causing the ap-
parently wide band in the top panel (note the difference in
vertical scale with Fig. 11).
transit; Iq are the same for the quiet, featureless pho-
tosphere. The curves are fairly smooth for two reasons:
the random-walk diffusion of the magnetic flux leads to
relatively smooth gradients in the surface field, with fur-
ther smoothing imposed by the exoplanet diameter. But
there are fine-scale variations that, if they are detectable
in real observations, could be used to study structural
details of stellar magnetic fields, provided that the effec-
tive telescope aperture is sufficiently large to keep expo-
sures short while obtaining a high S/N ratio.
Figures 7–10 show only a single instance of an arbi-
trarily chosen step in the flux-transport simulations and
a single viewing angle, while comparing the residuals
for the three wavelengths used here. Figure 11 pro-
vides an impression of the full range of transit curves
(top panel) and transit residuals (bottom panel) for
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run M(A = 10)+ (compatible with a Sun-like star at
Prot ≈ 12 days) for only 3870 A˚ computed by rotating
the star underneath a series of transits. The full range
of transit residuals for this time step clearly shows the
effect of limb brightening by faculae in the dips early and
late in the transits. Moreover, the full range of residuals
is more than double the amplitude of the single realiza-
tion selected for Figure 9. For comparison, Figure 12
shows the simulated transit signals and residuals for a
much smaller planet (Rp/R∗ = 0.02); note that for such
a small planet umbral-penumbral differences – here ig-
nored – are in principle accessible, although this would
require S/N levels that are currently unaccessible.
All transit residuals reveal signatures of the facular
brightening toward stellar limbs, recognized as dips near
the beginnings and ends of the transit residuals (to be
compared, for example, to a similarly shaped transit
light curve for Kepler-71 shown in Figure 4 of Zaleski
et al. 2019). This is in effect a wavelength- and activity-
dependent distortion of the limb-darkening curve (which
should be anticipated to be asymmetric because the stel-
lar activity along the transit path is expected to be gen-
erally asymmetric).
Next, I consider the magnitude of the residuals: The
peak-to-trough ranges in the transit residuals, ∆(λ)
(summarized in Table 2) confirm the very weak transit
signals expected for a star of solar activity, M(A = 1),
even when allowing for large active regions as inM(A =
1)+. For the stars listed in Table 1 with rotation pe-
riods in the range of 8–12 days, transit-residual ampli-
tudes reach values of up to 0.15–0.4%. These values
are much larger than those found for M(A = 30), but
are compatible with the model results for M(A = 10)+
andM(A = 30)+, i.e., for models in which much larger
active regions are included in the emergence spectrum.
Figures 1c and 1d reveal the consequences of raising
Φmax to 3× 1023 Mx: the injection of very large regions
leads to a larger length scale in the flux patterns (com-
pared to solar patterns as in Figure 1a), and these large
areas of high magnetic flux densities are conducive to
forming or maintaining concentrations with high mag-
netic fluxes, many of which appear as spots and pores.
At least that is what happens in the models based on
the properties derived from solar observations.
5.2. Estimating the planetary radius
The effective area of the occulting disk relative to that
of the background star, based on the relative occultation
depth d(t, λ) = 1−I∗(t, λ)/I∗(∞, λ) at any time t during
the transit can be expressed as follows:
R2p(λ)
R2∗(λ)
= d(t, λ)
(
I∗(∞, λ)
Io(r(t), λ)
)
, (2)
Correction terms (M(A=10)+, step=40080) Rp/R*= 0.14 i= 0.25
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Figure 13. Activity-related terms for estimated planetary
radius for a transiting planet with Rp = 1.4RJup based on the
effects of stellar surface activity as captured in Eq. (5). The
curves shown (as a function of the distance x from central
meridian measured against the plane of the sky) match the
transit residuals as shown in Figure 7, i.e., for modelM(A =
10)+; solid for 3870 A˚, dashed for 6010 A˚, and dash-dotted
for 1.6µm. Thin gray lines show the magnitude of the final
term in parentheses in Eq. (5), while the thick black lines
also include the overall brightness term with δ∗(λ) as shown
in Table 2.
where Io(r, λ) is the mean intensity of the patch oc-
culted by the transiting exoplanet and I∗(∞, λ) is the
overall mean stellar intensity out of transit. Below, any
wavelength dependence of R∗ is ignored.
Determining the deceptively simple-looking ratio
I∗(∞, λ)/Io(r(t), λ) is a challenge: we do not know what
is masked by the exoplanet, and what is important in
the ratio is the difference between the surface structures
on the entire observer-facing side of the star and that
occulted by the planet, including limb darkening, which
is relatively poorly known compared to that to which we
have some observational access, namely along the transit
path, and there is contaminated by surface activity.
Having observations at multiple wavelengths will help
in constraining spot and plage contributions to the stel-
lar brightness over the spectrum, but not without more
study. For example, the observed intensities I∗(λ) are
related to the intrinsic intensity of a non-active star,
Iq(λ), the spot contrast and filling factor, cs(λ) and fs,
and the facular brightness contrast across the surface,
Cf(r, λ), integrated over the observer-facing hemisphere,
here with total area normalized to unity:
I∗(λ) = Iq(λ)
(
1 + fscs(λ) +
∫
Cf(r, λ)dS
)
. (3)
If the facular contrasts would have been essentially mul-
tiplicatively scaling functions across wavelength, i.e., if
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Cf(r, λ) ≈ Cf(r)cf(λ) for a contrast Cf at some reference
wavelength associated with faculae only, then
I∗(λ) ≈ Iq(λ)
(
1 + fscs(λ) + cf(λ)
∫
Cf(r)dS
)
, (4)
with the integral, independent of wavelength, a constant
to be determined. Then the problem of determining
the unknowns would have been a straightforward inver-
sion problem. But the fact that the limb-brightening
curves for faculae modeled by Norris et al. (2017) do
not transform into one another by simple multiplica-
tive factors implies that in order to fully disentangle the
spot and facular components, the spatial distribution
of these components across the stellar disk needs to be
reasonably well known. For some purposes and some
wavelengths, the approximation in Eq. (4) may suffice,
but determining this is beyond the scope of this paper.
An estimate of the relative impact of the effect of the
activity in the transit chord on the radius of the exo-
planet and any surrounding atmosphere can be obtained
by writing Io(r(t), λ) = Iq(r(t), λ)(1+δo(r(t), λ)), where
Iq(r(t), λ) is the quiet, limb-darkened photosphere be-
hind the occulting planet and δo(r(t), λ) is the (spot plus
faculae) relative difference in intensity of the occulted
patch due to stellar activity. Similarly, we can write
I∗(∞, λ) = Iq(∞, λ)(1 + δ∗(λ)). For relatively small
perturbations, so if δo(r(t), λ) << 1 and δ∗(λ) << 1,
then Eq. (2) transforms into
Rp(λ)≈R∗(λ) d 12 (t, λ)
(
Iq(∞, λ)
Iq(r(t), λ)
) 1
2
×(
1 +
1
2
δ∗(λ)− 1
2
δo(r(t), λ)
)
. (5)
The final part of this equation essentially quantifies the
“transit light source effect” related to stellar magnetic
activity (e.g., Rackham et al. 2018, 2019b).
Ignoring measurement uncertainties and assuming the
quiet-star photospheric brightness, including limb dark-
ening, is known, the final expression between parenthe-
ses in Eq. (5) quantifies the effect of stellar activity on
the estimated planetary radius. Figure 13 shows an
example of the overall impact on estimated values of
Rp(λ) for a transiting exoplanet with radius 1.4RJup for
M(A = 10)+ by the last term in the final parenthetical
expression of Eq. (5): in the near-IR, the impact is of
order 2000–4000 km, while differences across wavelengh
from the blue to the near-IR amount to at least 1000 km
even when times of minimal spot coverage are selected
during the transit (thin gray lines in Figure 13).
If the wavelength-dependent impact of faculae and
spots on overall brightness were known, i.e., if we knew
δ∗(λ) – which we do in this case for the models – then
this reduces the impact on the estimated planet radius
in this example (thick black lines in Figure 13), depend-
ing on whether the transit covers sufficiently inactive
photospheric regions. If, however, one were to use the
amplitude of the rotational modulation along with the
assumption that the asymmetry between hemispheres is
entirely attributable to a single dominant spot group,
and were to ignore facular contributions, then the es-
timated values for δ∗(λ) would be substantially smaller
than the true values, leading to wavelength-dependent
errors equivalent to several 1000 km. For the other mod-
els in Table 2 these correction terms impact radius esti-
mates from some 500 km in stars with solar-like activity
(A = 1) to of order 5000 km at the high-activity end
(A = 30).
6. DISCUSSION
Visual summaries of the results are provided in Fig-
ures 14 and 15. Figure 14 shows how the three different
wavelengths respond to surface magnetic features as a
function of modeled activity: generally, spot darkening
exceeds facular brightnening, except for stars of roughly
solar activity level, where facular brightening overcom-
pensates for spot dimming, particularly at the shortest
wavelengths.
Figure 15 shows the general trend of increasing rota-
tional modulation with transit residuals as well as of in-
creased signals when larger active regions are included
(both as anticipated). On the one hand, the signals
for the selected stellar sample appear to lie somewhat
above the values anticipated from the models for corre-
sponding levels of activity A ∼ 10 and rotation periods
Prot ∼ 12 days if allowing for large active regions. On
the other hand, stellar data do follow the general trend
defined by the models, even, for example, in the total
average spot coverage of ≈ 7% for Kepler-17 derived
from rotational modeling (Lanza et al. 2019) and ≈ 5%
for WASP-52 based on a series of spectroscopic observa-
tions (Bruno et al. 2020) compared to the values fd in
Table 2. There are at least four possible interpretations:
(1) the selected spot temperature was set too high or the
selected average magnetic field strength to characterize
umbral-plus-penembral areas was set too low, (2) there
is a selection bias in the stellar sample (and possibly in
the transit residuals selected for display in the litera-
ture), such that the stars in the sample were studied for
their transit signals precisely because these were strong,
while on the other hand, the simulated models may have
much stronger residuals when viewed from different per-
spectives than the randomly selected example that was
analyzed (as is the case for Figures 11 and 12), (3) even
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Figure 14. Visual summary of spectral impacts (from Ta-
ble 2). Plotted are the values of δ∗, the ratio of the brightness
of the modeled active star relative to that of the reference
quiet photosphere. The thick black lines show the effects of
all surface activity, while the thin gray lines (using the same
line patterns) include the effects of dark spots and pores
alone.
larger active regions may need to be accommodated for,
or (4) the overall level of stellar activity as characterized
by A from a rough calibration to the coronal brightness
(see Sect. 3.1) needs to be raised somewhat, or some mix
of the above. Possibly even the tidal effects between star
and planet in these compact systems with heavy planets
is important (Cuntz et al. 2000). All these aspects de-
serve further analysis in future studies. For now, we can
also look at this diagram as quite encouraging because
of the fair agreement of models and observations in view
of the many unknowns going into the modeling.
Are the algorithmic elements of the model applica-
ble to stars substantially more active than the Sun and
to very large active regions? Lacking the necessary ob-
servational spatial resolution as well as guidance from
magnetoconvective models, the present model results
can only be tested against the transit and rotation-
modulation observations to attempt to falsify the as-
sumptions made.
The behavior of starspots presents one particular is-
sue of interest. The code does not allow for very large
spots to remain intact for very long, but rather will have
such spots fragment, which, combined with collisional
mergers working the other way, leads to the creation
of clusters of dark features. Small clusters (or individ-
ual spots) would then lead to light-curve signatures that
would be interpreted as compact and dark. In contrast,
more extended clusters of spots in the model would lead
to an observational signature that would be interpreted
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Figure 15. Visual summary of peak-to-trough transit
residuals vs. peak-to-trough rotational modulation (from Ta-
ble 2). The simulation runs are shown as line segments, with
the lower points for 6010 A˚ and the higher ones for 3870 A˚; for
run M(A = 10)+ the maximum transit residuals expected
from Figure 9 are added as asterisks connected by a dashed
line segment. The stars for which both rotational modula-
tion and transit residuals are shown in Table 1 are shown
by name, roughly centered on the values in the table, moved
slightly to reduce overlap where needed.
as a more extended and less dark feature. Interestingly,
such tendencies were reported for the well-observed stars
CoRoT-2 and Kepler-17 from exoplanet transit model-
ing, as discussed in Sect. 2.
Rotation-modulation analyses and Doppler-imaging
studies may suggest large spotted areas, but the limited
angular resolution of these methods does not provide
unambiguous information about any finer-scale struc-
turing within such spotted areas. The transit light-
curve analyses of CoRoT-2 and Kepler-17 discussed in
Sect. 2 is certainly suggestive of the existence of smaller
starspots than inferred from rotation modulation or
Doppler imaging, and of larger areas having smaller
filling factors, causing larger spotted areas to appear
brighter.
Evidence for a population of smaller and rather uni-
formly distributed population of starspots in cool stars
was also inferred from observations of members of the
Pleiades cluster, a group of ∼ 125 Myr-old and thus
quite active cool stars: Guo et al. (2018) point out
that the characteristic photometric rotational modula-
tion is typically substantially smaller than expected for a
starspot coverage fraction deduced from TiO absorption
bands in the case of stars covered by only few large spots,
but that these observations can be reconciled if there
are many smaller starspots that are more uniformly dis-
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tributed about the stars in longitude. Similar evidence,
albeit for an analysis based on mostly M-type stars, that
very active stars may be covered by multitudes of rel-
atively small spots rather than by a small number of
larger ones also comes from their rather weak rotational
modulation, as discussed by Jackson and Jeffries (2013).
A question for which the answer remains simply to
be determined is whether the field dispersing from large
active regions in a photosphere much more magnetically
active than the Sun’s carries a population of pores and
small spots: on the Sun, the network formed by decaying
active regions is simply too weak to carry magnetic con-
centrations of the required magnitude. Consequently,
we do not know from observations whether or not net-
work concentrations on a much more active star would
form or maintain dark pores and small spots, or whether
sufficiently strong regions would function as nest sites
for newly emerging regions. Magnetoconvective exper-
iments, however, do support the possibility of sponta-
neous formation, other than upon flux emergence, of
at least pores in settings with a sufficiently high mean
magnetic flux density (e.g., Kitiashvili et al. 2010).
Another issue that needs attention in both modeling
and observations is that of extremely large bipoles. If
one takes the characteristic rate of flux emergence of
active regions (see Sect. 3.1), then the emergence of
very large regions should take many weeks to several
months. This makes them appear as persistent longi-
tudes of activity in rotational modulation curves. This
is not inconsistent with observed stellar signals, but one
certainly needs to question how to better constrain the
properties of extremely large regions that are rarely or
never observed on the Sun.
Zaleski et al. (2019) model transit residuals of Kepler-
71 allowing for dark spot regions as well as bright fac-
ular regions. They conclude that the facular patches
have a brightness contrast of 1.1×–1.25× the quiet pho-
tosphere. Such values would be expected for areas
with characteristic magnetic flux densities of 100 G or
more. Extended such facular areas do occur in model
M(A = 30)+, but pores and spots within them limit
the limb brightening to less than what appears to ex-
ist on Kepler-71. The interpretation of the relatively
bright limb facular regions on the late G-type Kepler-71
is beyond the scope of this study.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, regarding the results from the present
flux-transport model in comparison with observations:
The flux-dispersal model based on solar empirical
properties appears consistent with stellar observations of
rotational modulation and transit residuals for Jupiter-
class exoplanets, particularly when the infrequent for-
mation of large active regions with fluxes of a few times
1023 Mx (or somewhat more) is allowed for.
An extrapolation of the power-law spectrum of solar
active-region sizes to regions with corresponding fluxes
of 3 × 1023 Mx yields results consistent with, although
possibly somewhat below, observed rotational modula-
tion and transit residuals. Such infrequent large regions
would contain sufficient energy to power superflares that
are detected with low occurrence frequencies on moder-
ately to very active cool stars.
The surface flux-transport model is quantitatively
consistent with a shift from facula-dominated to spot-
dominated brightness changes with activity, as observed
for cool stars.
For moderately to very active Sun-like stars, the
model predicts large area filling factors for bright fac-
ulae and dark pores and spots, such that transits of
stars substantially more active than the Sun will rarely,
if ever, cross over sizable patches of truly quiet-star
photosphere. Consequently, limb-darkening curves de-
rived from observed transits of active stars are not di-
rectly comparable to convective-atmosphere models that
do not incorporate magnetoconvective effects associated
with regions of high magnetic flux density. For studies
that involve passbands or spectral lines with significant
chromospheric contributions, one should expect nearly
ubiquitous spectral contamination of transit spectra by
stellar features.
Facular contributions result in a wavelength-
dependent change in the observed limb darkening that
elevates the spectrum increasingly toward shorter wave-
lengths relative to a nonmagnetic spectrum, thus mim-
icking a bluer or hotter photosphere. Limb-darkening
curves derived by using minima of a series of transits on
active stars will be contaminated by faculae and spots,
and should be used with caution if assumed characteris-
tic for the average quiet stellar photosphere. Using the
minima in residuals of a series of transits as the refer-
ence from which residuals are computed causes facular
contributions to be underestimated and the inferred
limb-darkening curves to be in error.
The model results raise the possibility that large
starspots inferred from spot modeling are in fact clus-
ters of smaller spots. This is consistent with the size-
brightness correlation seen in analyses of several dozen
transits of the active stars CoRoT-2 and Kepler-17.
The compatibility of the model results with observa-
tions is encouraging. On the one hand, it suggests that
the solar paradigm may hold at least for early G-type
stars of moderately high activity, and that this can thus
be used to learn more about stellar magnetic activity
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and transit spectroscopy of exoplanetary atmospheres
alike. On the other hand, the multitude of parame-
ters going into the model (many of which are discussed
in Sect. 3.1) require testing by large-scale magnetocon-
vective modeling and empirical verification, while also
quiet-star limb-darkening curves need to be established
and validated. In order to expand this study to cooler
stars, of which many more are available than are truly
Sun-like stars, more information needs to be obtained
on how to implement a surface-flux transport model at
different spectral types and rotation rates (including the
many unknowns listed at the beginning of Sect. 2).
This work reinforces the importance of studying stellar
surface activity not only for its own sake, but also for
the application of exoplanet transit spectroscopy: dif-
ferences in inferred wavelength-dependent radii of a few
hundred to a few thousand kilometers, increasing with
activity, should be anticipated as a result of stellar sur-
face features for stars of moderately high activity and
Jupiter-class exoplanets.
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